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Abstract — In this paper, we propose an automated multi-agent
negotiation framework for decision making in the construction
domain. It enables software agents to conduct negotiations and
autonomously make decisions. The proposed framework consists
of two types of components, internal and external. Internal
components are integrated into the agent architecture while the
external components are blended within the environment to
facilitate the negotiation process. The internal components are
negotiation algorithm, negotiation style, negotiation protocol, and
solution generators. The external components are the negotiation
base and the conflict resolution algorithm. We also discuss the
decision making process flow in such system. There are three
main processes in decision making for specific projects, which
are propose solutions, negotiate solutions and handling conflict
outcomes (conflict resolution). We finally present the proposed
architecture that enables software agents to conduct automated
negotiation in the construction domain.
Keywords — Intelligent Software Agent, Multi-agent
Systems, Agent and Negotiation, Automated Negotiation, Value
Management, Construction Domain.

I. Introduction
In the construction domain, deciding on a new project is dependent
upon a company’s strategy. If the strategy is based on a decision made
by a stakeholder, then it takes a very short time to decide. However,
such decision has no value in terms of value management, because
the decision-making process does not include other experienced
stakeholders that hold different backgrounds.
Figure 1 considers a value management approach that emphasizes
on involving various stakeholders in the decision-making process
to arrive at a single valued solution. In other words, the various
stakeholders with different backgrounds that have a stake in the project
must contribute to the decision. In fact, these stakeholders often belong
to different departments and possess different perspectives about the
solutions according to their background and positions they hold.
For example, a project manager usually cares more about the
cost of a project than the function while a design manager is more
concerned about the function than the cost. Thus, for any decision to
be made regarding a new project, stakeholders must propose a single
optimal solution. However, a problem may arise when stakeholders
propose more than one solution. In such situation, stakeholders need
to negotiate on the proposed solutions and agree on a single solution.
But the negotiation may not be easy and smooth because when
stakeholders possess different backgrounds, often their views about the
optimal solution for a particular project are different. Such differences
cause conflicts in arriving at a decision. In addition, stakeholders
may work at different branches throughout the country or other parts
of the world which make a meeting for decision more difficult and

costly. While applying Value Management on decision making in the
construction domain is useful, it faces communication difficulties
between stockholders and conflicting issues that require negotiation.

Figure 1 A Decision Making based on Value Management in Construction
Domain

In this paper, we attempt to overcome these difficulties by proposing
a Value-based Automated Negotiation Model utilizing the multi-agent
system’s approach. It enables software agents to conduct negotiations
and autonomously arrive at a decision.
While this work is inspired by the work of Utomo [1], his study
is only in conceptual level and lacks an intelligent agent architecture
that aids an agent to interact with other agents and respond to its
environment and eventually influences its autonomy level in decision
making. Automated Negotiation as a very complicated system could
not be efficiently used if agents have trivial architecture. Moreover,
he does not incorporate the different negotiation styles to the agent
architecture which could help the agents in mimicking humans’ styles
in negotiation. Briefly, the major development that we intend to do is to
develop concrete agent architecture such as the Belief-Desir-Intention
architecture and explore the potential components that an agent could
employ to conduct useful and efficient negotiations. Consequently, we
consult the various resources that are presented by Utomo [1] to come
up with our framework.
The next section dwells upon the related work on automated
negotiation. Section 3 presents the proposed framework. In Section 4,
we discuss the decision making process flow. Section 5 presents the
agent architecture and Section 6 concludes the paper.

II. Related Work
In this section, we discuss two prominent topics to this research
which are, value management, and applications of negotiation in multiagent systems.
Value Management (VM) is defined as “a structured, organized
team approach to identify the functions of a project, product, or service
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that will recognize techniques and provide the necessary functions to
meet the required performance at the lowest overall cost” [17]. VM
works on identifying and eliminating unnecessary cost [18] but without
affecting a quality parameter [19]. VM is based on data collection
method from reliable resources and functional requirements to fulfill
the needs, wants and desires of the customers [1]. According to Kelly
and Male [20], VM is a multidisciplinary, team-oriented approach to
problem solving.

that conform to their interests and reap the benefits of negotiation.

The application of VM in decision making has been reported by
many researchers [1, 21, 22]. One of the techniques that is relevant to
VM is weighting and scoring in which a decision needs to be made in
selecting an option from a number of competing options, and the best
option is not immediately identifiable [1, 23, 24].
Intelligent software agents have been widely used in distributed
artificial intelligence and due to their autonomous, self-interested and
rational abilities, agents are well-suited for automated negotiation on
behalf of humans [2, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. According to Kexing [2],
automated negotiation is a system that applies artificial intelligence and
information and communication technology to negotiation strategies,
utilizing agent and decision theories.
Numerous research have discussed the negotiation on multi-agents
systems in various domains [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Few of them study the issues
of conflict resolution and negotiation in construction domain [1, 8, 9].
Anumba et al. [9] presented two main negotiation theories; mechanical
and behavior theories. The mechanical theory is inspired by game
theories which are mathematical models relied on rational behavior
assumption, while the behavior theory studies human behavior in
negotiation.
Coutinho et al. [10] proposed a negotiation framework to serve
collaboration in enterprise networks to improve the sustainability of
interoperability within enterprise information systems. Utomo [1]
presented a conceptual model of automated negotiation that consists
of methodology of negotiation and agent based negotiation. Dzeng
and Lin [11] presented an agent-based system to support negotiation
between construction and suppliers via the Internet. Anumba et al.
[12] proposed a collaborative design of light industrial buildings based
on multi-agent systems to automate the interaction and negotiation
between the design members. Ren et al. [4] developed a multi-agent
system representing participants, who negotiate with each other to
resolve construction claims.

III. A Conceptual Automated Negotiation Framework

Figure 2. Automated Negotiation Model based on Multi-agent System (ANMAS)

The Negotiation Base represents the negotiation hub that contains
suggested solutions of negotiations used by agents in sharing their
solutions and form coalitions. The base reduces direct interactions
between agents that would increase the network load.
The conflict resolution algorithm handles negotiations outcomes.
If agents have not agreed on a single solution, the conflict resolution
algorithm works on solving that conflict. Consequently, the proposed
framework with the internal and external components manifests the
Automated Negotiation Model based on the Multi-agent System (ANMAS).

A. A Negotiation Styles
According to Utomo [1], there are five main negotiation styles that
constitute two types of outcomes, which are Competing, Avoiding,
Collaborating, Accommodating, and Compromising, and the two
outcomes are Cooperative and Assertiveness.
Accordingly, Each agent possess one style, and this style forms one
negotiation outcome whether it is Cooperative or Assertiveness, e.g.
agent a is Cooperative type and possess Accommodating style.

B. Negotiation Protocol

From our initial investigation of the literature [1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9], we
observe that agents need to be integrated with six main components
to conduct negotiations, which are classified, in this research, into
internal and external components. The internal components are
negotiation algorithm, negotiation style, negotiation protocol, and
solution generator. The components are integrated with a BDI agent
architecture (as discussed in Section 5). The external components are
the negotiation base and the conflict resolution algorithm.
As shown in Figure 2, the negotiation algorithm presents a formal
and intelligent procedure that maintains negotiations with other agents.
Each agent is endowed with a negotiation style that represents the
agent’s approach to negotiation. Each agent possesses one style, either
competing style or collaborating style.
For agents to conduct negotiations systematically, they must have a
negotiation protocol, which controls the negotiations process between
agents. For example, agents could possibly negotiate individually or
form groups (coalitions) before negotiating. They could also negotiate
directly by sending messages to each other or deploy another method
to share their inputs. Finally, agents must be able to generate solutions

Agents conduct negotiation according to a predefined protocol.
Such protocol ensures that the negotiation progresses smoothly.

C. Solution Generator Algorithm
For an agent to conduct negotiation, it should be able to propose
solutions and rank them from 1st to nth solution for the next stage of
the negotiation operation.
In real situations, various stakeholders have different level of interest
about the cost and function parameters based on their positions and
values they uphold. Thus, those stakeholders appraise their solutions
based on their interest level on these parameters. For example, in
the construction domain, a Design Manager cares more about the
function in contrast with a Project Manager who cares more about the
cost, while a Facility Manager’s interest is in between the Design and
Project Managers’ interests. Therefore, the Design Manager normally
attempts to find a solution that provides high function, whereas the
Project Manager normally attempts to find a solution that provides low
cost. The Facility Manager attempts to find a moderate solution that
provides acceptable cost and function.
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Consequently, The Solutions Generator Algorithm will be inspired
by the two main parameters of Value Management which are Cost and
Function to deliver value solutions.

D. Negotiation base
The Negotiation Base represents the negotiation hub that is used
by agents to form negotiations by sharing their solutions and form
coalitions. The base helps in reducing direct interactions between
agents that increase the network load. All negotiations are processed
via this base which is accessible by all agents.

E. Negotiation Algorithm
The algorithm implements the negotiation process between
agents. The process starts when each agent submits its solutions to
the negotiation base. Each agent then reviews each solution’s and
accordingly sets a plan to conduct negotiation.

F. Conflict Resolution Algorithm
The need for this algorithm is based on the negotiation algorithm
outcomes. Since any project needs a single solution, then when the
negotiation algorithm outcome is a single solution, agents skip this
algorithm. But when the outcome is several solutions, then another
process is needed to resolve this conflict. Such situation represents a
conflict between agents about the solution of that project.

IV. Decision Making Process Flow
A decision made by agents goes through several processes. These
processes work by gradually reducing candidate solutions of a project
until a single solution is reached. Consequently, in this work, the
process of nominating a single solution from a set of solutions is called
decision making.
There are three main processes in decision making for a specific
project, which are propose solutions, negotiate solutions and handling
conflict outcomes (conflict resolution).

Figure 3 Decision Making Flowchart

V. The Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) Agent Architecture
This section presents an architecture that enables software agents to
mimic human behaviors and styles in building an automated negotiation
system in the construction domain. In this work, we develop BDI
agents that are widely used by researchers to build intelligent agents.
The BDI agent consists of three main components that are affected
by the environment; Belief, Desire, and Intention. Agents usually
perform tasks within an environment and they exploit the environment
to update their goals. The agents’ beliefs are influenced by the
environmental changes. The belief in turn updates their desires and
the intentions.

• Propose solutions: In this process, each agent proposes solutions
and ranks them from 1st to nth solution where n is any natural
number.
• Negotiate solutions: When ranked solutions are ready, agents
negotiate by submitting their ranked solutions to each other. Since
each agent’s target is to maximize its utility by selecting a solution
that has a better order, each agent prepares a plan. Using these
plans, agents form coalitions among them based on similar plans.
These coalitions continuously compare plans with each other until
a single or more solutions converge after exhausting all attempts.
• Resolve conflict: If agent coalitions agree upon a single solution,
then this process is forfeited, but if there are two or more
conflicting solutions, then the conflicts need to be resolved. This
process resolves conflicts based on each coalition’s strength and
its solutions’ risks. From these two parameters, this process drops
solutions until a single solution is reached.
Figure 3 shows the decision making flowchart as described above.
The process starts when agents receive a new project. The agents first
propose solutions in ranked order. They then negotiate these solutions.
If they agree upon a single solution, then the decision is made,
otherwise, the conflict resolution process takes over to drop the weak
and risky solutions. If the outcome of the conflict resolution process
is a single solution then the decision is made. Otherwise, the agents
negotiate the outcome of the conflict resolution process. Ultimately,
one coalition’s solution is accepted.

Figure 4. The Proposed Agent Architecture

As shown in Figure 4, the proposed agent architecture consists of
the outer area that represents the environment and the inner area that
represents the decision making process. The environment constitutes
the variables of new project information and agent’s activities
information, e.g. interactions, decisions, negotiations, coalitions.
The belief component within the architecture is influenced by the
environment and agent attributes, which include the agent type, e.g.
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Design Manager, and the agent style e.g. competing. The desire
component represents an agent’s goal.
In the construction domain, each agent attempts to ensure its first
rank solution wins. If it is not possible, it works on the second rank
and so on. This scenario represents its desire or goal. From the agent’s
belief and desire, it performs actions which represent the intention
components. The intention component represents a bridge between the
belief and the desire, in other words, it represents the practical steps to
achieve the desire according to its belief about the environment and
the attributes.

VI. Conclusion and Future Work
To create a multi-agent automated negotiation model, agents need
to be integrated with several components. In this paper, we identify
four internal components (negotiation algorithm, negotiation style,
negotiation protocol, and solution generators) integrated with the
agent design and two external components (the negotiation base and
the conflict resolution algorithm) within the environment. These
components constitute the proposed framework.
We also discuss the decision making process flow in such system,
consisting of three main processes which are propose solutions,
negotiate solutions and handling conflict outcomes (conflict
resolution). We finally reveal our proposed agent’s architecture to
conduct automated negotiation in the construction domain.
Since this work is in its theoretical stage, it only presents the
conceptual underpinnings of pertinent issues in negotiation and does
not present the experimental results. Such outcome will be presented
in our future work.
In addition, for our future work, we shall study and propose
mechanisms for the three methods needed by the decision making
process which are Agent Proposes Solutions, Agent Negotiate Solutions
and Conflict Resolution.
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